Some innovative works have been done to probabilistic power flow (PPF) analysis for hybrid HVAC and LCC-VSC HVDC system in this paper. Firstly, a unified method considering precise model of converters is proposed to solve a general deterministic power flow (DPF) calculation including hybrid LCC (Line Current Converter) and VSC (Voltage Source Converter), the pure VSC-MTDC (Voltage Source Converter-Multiple Terminal Direct Current) and pure LCC system. Meanwhile, with a large amount of renewable energy sources integrated to the main grid through DC grids, it will impose a stochastic impact on the secure operation of such hybrid AC/DC grids. Therefore, it becomes necessary to model the probabilistic uncertainties and analyze their effects on the operation of hybrid AC/DC systems under different control modes. Nevertheless, most power flow analysis methods for hybrid AC/DC system are still deterministic in nature. Therefore, a probabilistic method based on the combination of Nataf transformation and Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) is developed and proposed to solve this complex PPF problem in an efficient manner, which considers correlated various probabilistic uncertainties, e.g. wind speeds, solar radiations and loads following different types of probability distribution. Finally, the effectiveness of the unified DPF method is validated in a modified IEEE 14-bus system, while the proposed PPF is verified in a modified IEEE 118-bus system and the effects of uncertainties on the diverse operation modes of hybrid AC/DC grids are discussed as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing worldwide concerns on environmental pollution, global warming, energy and resources crisis, the topics on both smart grid and renewable energy generation have become very attractive most recently [1] . European Union (EU) has defined as a target for 2050 to reduce about 80%-95% of the greenhouse gas emissions compared to the levels in 1990 [2] . This implies that the penetration of renewable energy sources in future power system could be increased close to 100%. Nevertheless, how to integrate and transmit renewable energy in a high-efficiency and low-cost way is still a critical challenge. Meanwhile, High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) is proved to be a preferable solution for addressing the renewable energy integration issue [3] .
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So far, there are two alternative mature types of HVDC technology available: LCC-HVDC (Line Current Converter based High Voltage Direct Current) and VSC-HVDC (Voltage Source Converter based High Voltage Direct Current), with pros and cons, individually [4] , [5] . In order to make full use of their respective advantages, the hybrid AC/DC system incorporating both LCC and VSC attracts more attention recently [6] , [7] . More importantly, the recent research reveals that the hybrid AC/DC system possess a fault self-cleaning capability [8] .
One of the outstanding research issues lies in the steadystate behavior of the hybrid AC/DC system. The study of AC/DC power flow can be traced back to the 1950s [9] . In the past, numerous efforts have been spent on solving the AC/DC power flow based on LCC technology [10] - [13] , and hence the power flow algorithm for such problem is getting quite mature. Unfortunately, the power loss of converters is neglected in these researches. Recently, researchers start to focus on the power flow of VSC-MTDC (Voltage Source Converter-Multiple Terminal Direct Current). The algorithm is mainly improved from the following aspects: modeling of VSC-MTDC and solution techniques. In terms of modeling, literature [14] improves the convergence by decomposing the network into two building blocks: the DC grid and the AC grid with converter station. Literature [15] develops a redundant control structure called voltage margin control scheme, thus providing a backup DC slack converter in case that the main slack converter fails. Moreover, DC voltage control can be distributed over several converters using a voltage droop control [16] . In [17] , filters are included in the model, but they are required to be loss-less; ad-hoc modifications are needed in the equations when transformer-less or filter-less operations are considered.
Regarding the solution techniques, the unified approach retains the strong convergence characteristics of NR (Newton-Raphson) method, but it is deemed as quite complex to program [9] , [12] , [18] , [19] . The sequential solution method is easy to implement, as they enable the incorporation of MTDC systems into existing AC power flow software [20] , [21] . However, the convergence of sequential method is poor, thus the third-order and sixth-order Newton-type method have been suggested to improve the efficiency of such algorithms [22] . Although the power flow considering pure LCC or pure VSC system has been mature, individually, there are still existing different models and governing equations of LCC and VSC converter stations. Therefore, only a few studies have been directed towards the more practical power flow analysis of hybrid AC/DC system incorporating both LCC and VSC.
With a significant amount of volatile renewable energy sources integrating into the hybrid AC/DC grids, it has brought about new challenges to the stable operation of hybrid AC/DC grids due to its strong uncertainties. Studying the impact of uncertainties is important for power system operation and planning. The deterministic power flow (DPF) lacks an ability to recognize the probabilistic essence of uncertainty sources. Accordingly, the probabilistic power flow (PPF) proposed by Borkowska in 1974 [23] is an essential approach to explore the steady-state characteristics of hybrid AC/DC grids with various types of possible uncertainties, such as wind speeds, solar radiations and loads. Literature [24] , [25] pave the way for the field of probabilistic power flow for AC/DC grids. However, the droop control, the precise model of converter and LCC converter are not considered in these researches. To the best knowledge of authors, the study on the application of PPF to hybrid HVAC and LCC-VSC HVDC system is still not accessible in the published literatures so far.
In general, PPF methods can be mainly divided into three categories: analytical methods, approximate methods and Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method. These analytical methods are computationally efficient, but it suffers from some mathematic manipulations, such as linearization and independence which are usually made to simplify the original problem [26] . The point estimate method (PEM) [27] and the unscented transformation (UT) [28] represent the typical approximate methods, which are efficient but at the price of accuracy loss, as well they can only obtain the accurate low-order statistical moments of target random output variables. On the contrary, the MCS is able to handle complex PPF problems without simplification and solve the problem via repetitive DPF calculation. Actually, the MCS is widely recognized as the standard reference for checking the accuracy of other methods. However, MCS itself requires numerous simulations to reach an acceptable accuracy, which falls into a heavy burden in computation. Therefore, some improved sampling techniques, such as Latin hypercube sampling (LHS), have been introduced to further boost the sampling efficiency [29] , [30] , which are expected to keep a better balance between accuracy and efficiency particularly for the complex PPF on hybrid AC/DC grid.
In order to address the deficiency issues mentioned above, a new probabilistic power flow analysis for hybrid AC/DC system is proposed in this paper. The major contributions cover the followings: 1) A unified deterministic power flow algorithm for hybrid HVAC and LCC-VSC HVDC system with considering coordinated control is proposed in this paper, in which the precise model of converter is considered as well. This facilitates the power flow calculation for various control modes, arbitrary topologies and different types of converter station in such hybrid AC/DC grids. The performance is validated via a general comparison to the sequential method. 2) The PPF analysis particular for hybrid HVAC and LCC-VSC HVDC system, based on the combination of LHS and Nataf transformation, is correspondingly presented for the first time, with a good accuracy, efficiency and robustness.
3) The impacts of various uncertainty sources considering correlation on different control modes and operation for the hybrid HVAC and LCC-VSC HVDC system are investigated and discussed comprehensively.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The power flow modeling of hybrid AC/DC system is introduced in Section II, the coordinated control scheme for hybrid HVDC system is presented in Section III, and the unified power flow algorithm is proposed in Section IV. Accordingly, the PPF framework for hybrid AC/DC is demonstrated in Section V. A set of case studies are provided in Section VI, based on which the conclusions are drawn in Section VII. Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of VSC station. The AC grid connects the VSC bus via a transformer, a filter and a reactor, while the DC bus is connected to the DC side of VSC station. The equivalent circuit diagram of the VSC station is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The AC side and DC side of VSC are modeled by an equivalent voltage source and an equivalent current source, respectively. The transformer is represented by an impedance Z t = R tf + jX tf , i.e. the corresponding admittance
II. STEADY-STATE MODELING OF A HYBRID AC/DC SYSTEM A. VSC STATION MODELING
Corresponding filter susceptance is jB f . U s δ s is the AC bus voltage phasor and U f δ f represents the voltage phasor of filter node. U c δ c denotes the VSC bus voltage phasor.
Thus, the equations for power flowing to the AC network can be written as:
The complex power at the VSC converter side can be determined by:
Assuming the AC filters to be lossless, the injected complex power of filter can be simplified to only remain its reactive power.
While the expressions for the complex power flowing of filter side through the transformers are written as:
Similarly, the corresponding equations for the power flowing to the phase reactor side can be given below: The detailed converter loss model is employed in this paper, via using a generalized active power loss formula that the converter loss is quadratically dependent on the converter current I c :
where a, b, c are the coefficients derived from practical project, and I c can be calculated in advance according to the following equation.
From the DC side of VSC, P c.dc is the injected power from the VSC side to DC grid. With the power flow direction defined in Fig. 1 , P c.dc can be deduced as:
B. LCC STATION MODELING Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of a LCC station. The DC grid utilizes bipolar transmission. In Fig. 3 , U dc and I c.dc are the DC voltage and DC current, respectively. I c is the fundamental AC current injected into the converter, and T LCC is the transformer turns ratio. U s δ s is the AC bus voltage phasor while X t is the converter reactance. The DC equations of the LCC station are given as below:
n ti T LCC U s cos θ − 3 π n ti X t I c.dc sign (13)
where n ti represents the number of converter bridge, θ is the converter commutation angle (i.e. rectifier commutation angle or inverter extinct angle); ϕ is the converter power factor angle; sign denotes the station type (i.e. +1 for rectifier and −1 for inverter). When the commutation is taken into consideration,k γ = 0.995. Considering the precise converter loss in the LCC station, it can be modeled by a second-order polynomial:
where a, b, c are the coefficients derived from practical project, and I c can be calculated according to equation (17) .
The complex power S s = P s + jQ s injected from the AC grid to LCC station can be expressed as (18) and (19) , where P c.dc is the active power that the LCC station injects into the DC grid.
The DC network is consist of the DC power sources, DC loads, DC transmission lines and equivalent station model; while the structure diagram and corresponding power flow equations can be referred to literature [19] .
III. CONTROL SCHEME OF HYBRID HVDC SYSTEM
For the stable operation of the DC grid, it is essential to maintain the power balance and the DC voltage in a normal range. The control modes of HVDC system can be usually divided into three categories, including master-slave control, voltage margin control and voltage droop control [19] .
A. CONTROL SCHEME OF HYBRID HVDC SYSTEM
The control schemes for pure LCC and pure VSC can be accessible in [13] and [19] , respectively. Considering the different operational characteristics between the LCC and VSC station, a unified expression for hybrid LCC-VSC HVDC system with covering different control modes and different converter types is proposed herein. For a hybrid LCC-VSC HVDC system, D-axis control will impose a denominating influence on the overall DC system power balance and voltage stability. Correspondingly, the unified expressions for Daxis control equations can be deduced and written as below.
where the superscript * indicates the reference value for corresponding parameters. There is at least one type II or III node, and at most one type II node in a hybrid HVDC system. Usually, a hybrid HVDC has one type II node and several type I nodes, or at least one type III node and several type I nodes. For remainder of LCC and VSC controls, the transformer ratio T LCC and converter control angle θ are treated as E-axis control variables for LCC converter. Regarding VSC converter, the Q-axis ones include the injected reactive power from AC to VSC station Q s and AC voltage U ac .
where K T , K θ , K Qs , K Uac are the weight coefficients for transformer ratio, converter control angle, AC reactive power, and AC voltage, individually. Correspondingly, there must be one non-zero weight coefficient in each control equation, as shown in TABLE 2.
IV. PROPOSED UNIFIED POWER FLOW ALGORITHM
The Newton-Raphson (NR) method used in steady-state power flow analysis works based on the Taylor's series expansion. To apply the NR method to solve power flow calculation, the AC bus voltages are normally expressed in a polar form. In order to analyze and calculate conveniently, a set of compact mismatch equations consisting of the AC equations F AC (X), VSC equations F VSC (X), LCC equations F LCC (X) and DC equations F DC (X) are defined generally as below.
where F(X) represents the nonlinear function vector of mismatch equations; X is the vector of state variables, including four major parts
defined with more details as follows.
where δ is the column vector of power angles, U is the column vector of PQ node voltage amplitudes in AC grid, δ f and U f are the voltage angles and magnitudes respectively of all VSC filter buses, while δ c and U c are the voltage angles and magnitudes, respectively, of all VSC buses. P c.dc denotes the injected active power from the converter station side into DC grid. cosθ and T LCC are the control angle and transformer ratios of the LCC station, respectively. U dc contains the voltage magnitudes of all the DC buses.
A. MISMATCH EQUATIONS OF AC GRID
It is assumed that there are n ac AC nodes in AC grid, including one slack bus, n PQ PQ bus nodes and n PV PV bus nodes. The active and reactive power injected at arbitrary bus i are defined and explained in [31] , which can be calculated as:
The power balance equations for arbitrary bus i can be expressed:
The two equations above involve the terms P Conac,i , Q conaci for the purpose of generalization. Obviously, the buses that are not connected to the LCC or VSC converter will have these terms setting to zero as shown below.
where P Gac,i and Q Gac,i are the active and reactive generation power, respectively. P Lac,i and Q Lac,i are the corresponding active and reactive load power. Hence, the mismatch equations of AC grids can be written as
where (n ac − 1) dimensional column vector P is formed by active power P = [ P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n ac −1 ] T of PV and PQ node, (n ac − n PV − 1) dimensional column vector Q is formed by reactive power
B. MISMATCH EQUATIONS OF THE VSC STATION
There are two basic active and reactive power mismatch equations at the filter bus, which can be expressed as:
In order to match the number of equations and variables, it needs two additional equations for solving the power flow calculation of VSC station. According to the control modes of VSC, D-axis mismatch equation and Q-axis mismatch equation are available, respectively.
The corresponding D-axis control mismatch equations are shown as above, in which K U −P and K U −I are droop coefficient for U dc − P dc droop and U dc − I dc control, respectively. In practical calculation, only one D-axis mismatch equation needs to be chosen according to the control mode. In particular, once droop control is applied, beside from the Daxis droop control equations, there must be adding another equation.
Accordingly, the Q-axis control mismatch equations can be written as below.
Similar to D-axis, one Q-axis mismatch equation needs to be chosen according to the control mode.
It is assumed that VSC stations contain n VSC nodes, with n droop nodes using droop control. Then, the mismatch equations of all VSC stations are defined as:
where all vectors of the mismatch equations have n VSC elements, in particular P exchange will appear only when the droop control is adopted. Thus, the injected active power P exchange = [ P exchange,1 , P exchange,2 , . . . , P exchange,n droop ] T from the VSC to DC grid can be determined.
C. MISMATCH EQUATIONS OF THE LCC STATION
The basic equation of LCC station can be expressed as:
Similar to the VSC station, D-axis and E-axis mismatch equations are added to solve the power flow calculation.
In practical calculation, only one D-axis mismatch equation needs to be chosen according to the control mode. Besides, there is another power equation required in the calculation.
Then the E-axis mismatch equation can be represented.
The mismatch equations of all LCC stations are defined as follows.
where all the vectors relevant to the mismatch equations totally have n LCC elements.
D. MISMATCH EQUATIONS OF THE DC GRID
According to the power balance of the DC bus, the following equation can be obtained.
Similar to AC grid, buses that are not connected to the LCC or VSC converter will have P converter−DC,i as zero, which is shown below. where P Gdci and P Ldci are the active generation power and load power, respectively. Thus, the mismatch equations of DC grid can be expressed as:
where
E. AN UNIFIED SOLUTION ALGORITHM
The unified iterative power flow calculation algorithm for hybrid AC/DC is proposed herein. The criterion for power flow convergence is defined as:
where ε stands for the accuracy of the convergence. Usually, ε = 10 −5 can be set.
1) NR ITERATION METHOD
To apply the NR method to solve the power flow of hybrid AC/DC grid, neglecting the high-order terms, the Taylor series expansion of (24) can be formed as below.
In order to analyze and calculate conveniently, the unified power flow model of hybrid AC/DC grid can be expressed in a compact manner as:
According to the NR iteration method, these variable corrections can be calculated.
2) LIMIT CHECK AND CONTROL MODES SWITCHING For the i th VSC station with rated apparent power S Ni , the active power P si and the reactive power Q si should satisfy such inequality below.
After the convergence, the limit of Q si is
If |Q si | ≤ Q s max i satisfies, the DPF calculation is valid. However, if |Q si | > Q s max i , the Q-axis control mode should be modified from constant U si to constant Q si with Q * si = ±Q s max i . Accordingly, the DPF calculation needs to be restarted.
For the i th LCC station with constant T LCC control, when the state variable cos θ ≥ 1 during calculating procedure, T LCC should be relaxed as a state variable, and the value of cos θ is replaced by its value in the last iteration or a specific VOLUME 7, 2019 preset value. Meanwhile, to obtain the discrete integer value of T LCC , it is regulated to the closest gear as follows:
where T LCCi is the actual correction value, denotes the ceiling function, T LCCi is the calculated value, and T step represents the step of tap changer of the converter transformer.
V. THE PPF FRAMEWORK OF HYBRID AC/DC GRIDS
The fundamental idea of the PPF is to obtain the probabilistic characteristics, such as means and variances, of target output variables by conducting DPF calculation according to the given distribution of the input variables. In this section, the approach based on the combination of LHS and Nataf transformation is developed in particular to solve the PPF calculation for hybrid AC/DC grids.
A. NATAF TRANSFORMATION
Nataf transformation is a powerful tool to establish the relationship between correlated input random variables following any distribution and those following normal distribution, thus for a general probabilistic modeling in the scope of Pearson correlation. The basic principles of Nataf transformation are described in what follows.
Generally, the random input variables in PPF of hybrid AC/DC grid include wind speed, solar radiation, load and so forth, which can be denoted by a K -dimensional vector R = [R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R K ] T with the correlation matrix C R .
where ρ R (i, j) and cov(R i , R j ) are the correlation and covariance of R i and R j , respectively; and σ i and σ j are standard deviations (STDs) of R i and R j . By applying the inverse transformation method, the original random vector R can be transferred to a standard normal vector Z, as shown below.
where (·) denotes the single-variable standard normal cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Z; and F k is the CDF of R k . ρ Z (i, j) represents the correlation coefficient between Z i and Z j . According to Nataf transformation, the relationship between each pair ρ R (i, j) and ρ Z (i, j) can be written as:
where µ i (µ j ) and σ i (σ j ) are the mean and STD of R i (R j ); and ϕ(z i , z j , ρ Z ) is the joint PDF of the bivariate standard normal distribution, given by
Seen from equations (54) and (55), although ρ Z (i, j) can be hardly expressed by ρ R (i, j) in an explicit form, ρ Z (i, j) can be obtained with satisfied precision according to ρ R (i, j) by an efficient method in [32] . After calculating each correlation coefficient, individually, a symmetric matrix C Z is determined. Correspondingly, it will be used in combination with LHS sampling technique for generating the samples of uncorrelated standard normal distributions, correlated standard normal distributions and correlated original arbitrary distributions, successively.
B. PROCEDURE FOR SOLVING THE PPF OF HYBRID AC/DC GRIDS BASED ON THE COMBINATION OF LHS AND NATAF TRANSFORMATION
The procedure for solving the PPF of hybrid AC/DC grids with correlated wind speeds, solar radiation, and loads following different distributions can be summarized and presented as follows:
Step 1. Input the control modes and original model parameters of hybrid AC/DC grids, and obtain the probability distributions of all the random input variables; then, get the Pearson correlation coefficient matrix C R and the corresponding CDF's inverse function F −1 . Step 2. Transform the C R into standard Gaussian scope to obtain C Z by means of Nataf transformation, and then calculate the lower triangle matrix L from C Z with a Cholesky decomposition. Step 3. Generate the K × N sample matrix H by sampling the K independent standard normal random variables with a size of N based on LHS [30] . 
VI. CASE STUDY A. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSED HYBRID AC/DC DPF ALGORITHM
The performance of the proposed DPF model is assessed using a modified IEEE 14-bus system firstly. As shown in Fig. 4 , an extra three-terminal DC grid incorporating LCC and VSC is added as the DC model. The base power of hybrid AC/DC system is set to be 100 MVA. The base voltage of AC grid is 220 kV, and the base voltage of DC grid is ± 200 kV. Note that the subsequent calculation is implemented in MATLAB with an Inter (R) Core (TM) i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20 GHz and 16GB of RAM memory. The corresponding parameters of the DC model are given in TABLE 3 and TABLE 4 .
1) VALIDITY OF THE PROPOSED DPF ALGORITHM
In order to validate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed unified power flow algorithm in particular for the new hybrid AC/DC system, a sequential iteration method is used for a comparison. The master-slave control scheme of hybrid AC/DC system is chosen for demonstration, and the corresponding control parameters are shown in TABLE 5.
The convergence of unified method is set to ε = 10 −6 , whilst the convergence criteria of sequential method is set as following: ε ac = ε dc = 10 −6 . Employing the proposed unified algorithm, the power flow converges in 6 iterations. However, the reactive power of VSC2 is Q s2 = −0.6368 p.u. and it exceeds the preset lower limit −Q s max 2 = −0.4898p.u. according to (50). Therefore, the Q-axis control mode of VSC2 should be changed to constant reactive power Q * s2 = −Q s max 2 ; meanwhile, the LCC over-limitation is taken into account as well, due to its unusual over-limitation, there is no switching control modes occur in LCC in this test. The results are shown in TABLE 6.
It can be investigated from the TABLE 6 below that the results of unified method are basically consistent with the results of sequential method. The only slight difference between them lies in the AC bus phase angle, and the results of DC parameters are absolutely consistent. This is due to that the processing modes of converter power flow for unified method and sequential method are different, which causes a little difference in the results of AC grid. In the meantime, the computing time shows that the unified method is approximately four times faster than the sequential method, what's more, the unified method possesses a very good convergence in such complex power flow calculation. From the analysis above, it reveals that the proposed unified method is valid and efficient. Owing to these features, the proposed unified method is more suitable for probabilistic power flow calculation and online stead-state security assessment for such hybrid AC/DC system particularly incorporating with LCC and VSC.
2) ROBUSTNESS OF THE PROPOSED DPF ALGORITHM
In order to verify the robustness of the proposed hybrid AC/DC power flow algorithm, the following experiment is conducted based on case a), in which the load condition is changed via increasing the ratio of all AC/DC loads from 0.1 to 4.0 times, which indicates the robustness of the algorithm in different stressed cases. The detailed results of this experiment are shown as below.
It can be investigated from the TABLE 7 that the proposed hybrid AC/DC power flow algorithm possess good robustness even under stressed cases. Before two times of load growth, the convergence keeps invariant. As the load further increases, the times of iteration increase slowly, when the load growth come up to four times, the number of iteration increases dramatically. The test results validate the good robustness of the proposed hybrid AC/DC power flow calculation algorithm in both light and heavy load conditions.
3) UNIVERSALITY OF THE PROPOSED DPF ALGORITHM
Usually, there are three control schemes in HVDC systems including master-slave control, voltage margin control and voltage droop control. Master-slave control scheme is validated in case a), while voltage margin control can be regarded as a special form of master-slave control. In order to verify the universality of the proposed hybrid AC/DC algorithm in a further step, the droop control scheme is selected herein for demonstration.
The parameters of droop control can be preset to:K U −P,1 = K U −P,2 = 0.04, U * dc1 = 1.005, P * dc1 = 0.55, U * dc2 = 0.995, P * dc2 = 0.25. The test results of such operating mode are given below.
Under droop control scheme, the two VSC stations both work in droop control mode, forming multi-slack bus for DC grid. Together with the results in Section VI.A a), the test results in TABLE 9 indicate that the proposed unified method can deal with power flow calculation for multiple control modes of such hybrid AC/DC system and possesses a good universality. What's more, the proposed unified method only needs a little computing time which entails a very high efficiency and convergence. Meanwhile, as seen from the TABLE 9, the power loss of VSC station approximately accounts for 2% of the transmission power. Therefore, it is vital to take the precise model of station into account, otherwise, it will bring an adverse impact on the accuracy of the calculation and economic dispatch. Besides, the power loss of LCC station is much less than the one of VSC station.
B. PROBABILISTIC POWER FLOW ANALYSIS FOR HYBRID AC/DC SYSTEM BASED ON LHS AND NATAF TRANSFORMATION
In this sub-section, the computational accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed PPF for hybrid HVAC and LCC-VSC will be evaluated considering the correlation of various random variables subject to the different types of probability distributions. In addition, the probabilistic interactions amongst the LCC stations and VSC stations as well as the effects of uncertainties on the operating control schemes are investigated with numerical simulations.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the test system is a modified IEEE 118-bus system including a LCC and VSC based hybrid AC/MTDC grid employed for photovoltaic (PV 1 , PV 2 ) plant integration in the main grid, a pure VSC-MTDC used for wind farm WF −1 connected to the AC grid and three twoterminal LCCs embedded in the AC grid. The other two wind farms WF 2 and WF 3 , and a photovoltaic (PV 3 ) plant are directly connected to the AC bus 12, bus 103 and bus 59 respectively. The capacity is set to 200 MW, 85 MW, 40 MW, 120 MW, 140 MW, 155 MW for WF 1 , WF 2 , WF 3 , PV 1 , PV 2 , PV 3 , respectively.
The corresponding control schemes of hybrid LCC-VSC converter stations are shown in TABLE 10, where the specific parameters of droop control are given as:K U −P,1 = K U −P,2 = 0.04, U * dc1 = 1.005 ,P * dc1 = 1.05,U * dc2 = 0.995 ,P * dc2 = 0.65. In addition, the pure VSC-MTDC and pure LCCs control schemes are shown in TABLE 11 and  TABLE 12 , separately. In the test system, there are 99 loads in total in AC grid, which can be divided into three groups, load1 to load 59 are defined as Load1which follow Normal distribution with a standard deviation equaling to 5% of the mean value; load 60 to load 79 are treated as Load2 which follow Uniform distribution; load 80 to load 99 are denoted by Load3 which follow Weibull distribution. In addition, all wind farms are subject to Weibull distribution as well (denoted by genWF), and all PVs follow Beta distribution (denoted by genPV). Thus, there are totally 105 random variables discussed herein. In details, the CDFs of these distributions are listed in TABLE 13.
The Pearson correlation coefficients across the five groups are set as shown in TABLE 14. Note that the random variables in Load1, Load2 and Load3 represent directly the corresponding loads. The random variables of genWF and genPV are given in term of wind speed (m/s) and solar radiation (MW/m 2 ), which can be converted to power according to [33] . In TABLE 14, the non-diagonal elements represent the inter-group correlation; on the other hand, the diagonal elements denote intra-group correlation, looking into which the correlation coefficient of each variable itself is equal to one.
In order to illustrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method, the MCS method based on crude random samples is applied to work as the reference. The sample size of 50000 is sufficient enough to yield reliable estimates of the means and standard deviations. In addition, the Nataf transformation in combination with point estimate method (PEM) [34] is employed for comparison.
1) PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSED PPF
Considering the high dimensionality of random variables involved for hybrid AC/DC grid with increasing complexity and nonlinearity of the model, LHS-MCS method and the approximate method PEM in terms of 2m+1 are adopted to conduct the PPF. LHS-MCS utilizes 2m+1 samples, 1000 samples and 10000 samples, respectively, for comparison, in which m denotes the number of random variables and it is set to 105 for this test, thus 2m+1 is equal to 211. The results of AC bus voltage magnitudes, phase angles, active power and reactive power of branches are shown below.
It can be investigated from the TABLE 15 that the average-mean errors for each type of target random outputs obtained by the four methods are small. All of the four methods have a good accuracy in mean value. However, in terms of the standard deviation error, the PEM method is obviously not applicable for probabilistic power flow analysis of hybrid AC/DC system any more. Seen from the figures below, the standard deviation error of PEM is very large, meanwhile, it suffers from sharp violation for some voltage magnitudes and reactive powers, it is mainly arisen by that the relevant nodes are connected or close to the converter station and renewable energy sources. These devices have adverse effects on the accuracy of the PEM. In principle, PEM method is poor for the high-order statistical moment estimation of target outputs. With the complexity and nonlinearity of the model increasing, the PEM method becomes incompetent. In contrast, the LHS-MCS method still performs well that the results of standard deviation error appears smooth; what's more, along with the sample size increasing, the accuracy for both mean error and standard deviation error is further improved significantly.
Similar to AC side, the average-mean errors of DC voltage are also very small, which are 0.042%, 0.1%, 0.005%, 0.0028% for PEM-(2m+1), LHS-(2m+1), LHS-1000, LHS-10000, respectively. The average-mean errors of DC branch active power obtained by these four methods are 0.37%, 0.9%, 0.18%, 0.028%, individually. These four methods have a good performance in the calculation for the mean of target random outputs in DC grid. However, the standard deviation errors for DC bus voltage and DC branch flow obviously increase. It can be observed from the Fig. 7 that the PEM and LHS with the same sample size have nearly identical error; nevertheless, with the sample size increasing, the standard deviation error of LHS method will decrease remarkably, in specific it is able to maintain the ones for all the DC variables under 5%.
Overall, the uncertainties for renewable energy sources integrated in main grid considering correlation and different distributions will impose only slight impact on the mean values, while they have a significant effect on the standard deviation of outputs; moreover, the uncertainties have a little impact on bus voltage magnitude, while the voltage phase angle and branch flow are affected greatly. In terms of accuracy property, as one of approximate methods the PEM is not applicable for probabilistic power flow analysis of new hybrid AC/DC system any more, although the PEM method needs only a few sample points for high efficiency and it is used widely in pure AC system. By contrast, the traditional LHS-MCS have a robust performance even with the sample size changing. From the results above, it discloses that LHS-1000 and LHS-10000 achieve a good accuracy for all the target outputs, which performs very steadily with all the errors below 5%. However, a tradeoff needs to be made between the accuracy and efficiency in practical operation. AC/DC grids within 5 minutes, while the LHS-10000 needs to consume about 38 minutes which is unacceptable in practical operation. To summarize, LHS-1000 does not only guarantee a good accuracy but also possess a high efficiency, therefore, LHS-1000 is adopted to conduct the PPF of hybrid AC/DC grids in the subsequent tests and analysis.
2) ACCURACY AND ROBUSTNESS OF PROPOSED PPF
The computational accuracy and robustness of the proposed method will be evaluated in this sub-section, under the impact of different correlation levels of random input variables, diverse fluctuation ranges of loads and different scales of random input variables.
a: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH DIFFERENT CORRELATION LEVELS
The correlations between wind speeds, solar radiations, and loads are non-negligible in modern power systems. Thus, the complex PPF for hybrid AC/DC grids is desirable. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, seven scenarios are designed below: the correlation coefficient matrix are set to be 0 Table 16 presents the maximum and average errors of means and standard deviations (STD) of state variables with different correlation coefficients. The results above turn out that the errors of all state variables are lower than 5%, which entails the good accuracy and robustness of LHS-1000 with respect to handling various correlation levels for complex hybrid AC/DC system. 
b: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH DIFFERENT FLUCTUATION RANGES OF LOADS
In order to further evaluate the computational accuracy and robustness of the proposed method even in more severe operation scenarios of the hybrid HVAC and LCC-VSC system, the fluctuation range of each load is set to 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30% of its mean value, respectively.
As shown in TABLE 17, with the fluctuation ranges of loads increasing, the average errors of all state variables are lower than 3%, which verifies superior accuracy and robustness of LHS-1000. Meanwhile, it can be investigated that with the volatility of loads become larger, the average errors of AC voltage, AC phase angle and DC voltage have a slowly increasing tendency. Moreover, the errors in DC voltage increase more dramatically.
c: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH DIFFERENT SCALES OF RANDOM INPUT VARIABLES
In order to identify the influence on different scales of random input variables, the following four test scenarios are designed: scenario S1 includes genWF and genPV with 6 random inputs, scenario S2 includes S1 and Load1 with 65 random inputs, S3 includes S2 and Load2 with 85 random inputs, S4 includes S3 and load3 with 105 random inputs.
It can be observed from the TABLE 18 that with the uncertain capacities and uncertain random variables increasing, the maximum and average errors of all state variables also rise up slowly. However, LHS-1000 can also maintain a good accuracy and robustness in dealing with diverse scenarios with different numbers of random inputs. 
3) PROBABILISTIC INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CONVERTER STATIONS AND CONTROL SCHEMES
The following figures show the probabilistic interactions on accuracy of active power for different converter stations with various control schemes, in which, VSC1 and VSC2 adopt droop control, VSC3 and VSC4 are in terms of constant active power control; GSVSC1 takes constant DC voltage control, GSVSC2 is in a constant active power control, while LCC conveter utilizes constant active power and DC voltage, respectively, for two-terminal system.
It can be investigated from the figures above that probabilistic interactions on means and standard deviation have the same general tendency. Overall, the probabilistic characteristics of uncertainty sources have greater effects on VSC station than LCC station in terms of accuracy. This is since that the LCC is not able to control the active and reactive power separately and flexibly as the VSC station, and the corresponding power flow calculation of converter station is simpler, so the active power of LCC station is more stable and less susceptible to probability fluctuations. For VSC stations, it can be investigated from the figures above that the probabilistic characteristics have the largest impact on droop control, and the constant DC voltage control VSC station takes the second place, the constant active power control station is least affected. This is owing to the fact that the active power balance is affected by both AC grid and DC grid under droop control, in addition, the active power and DC voltage are both unknown variables. However, in constant DC voltage control mode, the active power is the only one unknown variable, and it is just affected by DC grid, these reasons together lead to the constant DC voltage control be slightly affected by the probabilistic characteristics, and the results obtained under a constant active power control are relatively steady. In the remaining test, the focus will be put on the interaction of probabilistic characteristics with the droop control.
Four operation scenarios are designed and set with different droop coefficients, which are 0.1, 0.07, 0.04, and 0.02, respectively. The results of four operation scenarios for DC side and AC are shown in Fig.10 and Fig.11 . It can be investigated from the Fig.11 that with the droop coefficient increasing, the risk of the DC voltage beyond the lower limitation is also becoming higher. The further research finds that with the droop decreasing, the power flow convergence issue is getting harder: when the droop coefficient reaches at 0.01, the whole system suffers from non-convergence. It is mainly due to that when droop coefficient tends to zero, the DC grid has two constant DC voltage control, that is to say, there are two slack buses in DC grid which leads to non-convergence. Therefore, the droop coefficient should have a reasonable scope which is not too large or too small. In specific, it can be investigated that the droop coefficient between 0.03 and 0.07, the whole hybrid HVAC and LCC-VSC system can achieve a good balance between security and convergence in this test system. Moreover, probability distribution of DC voltage is also changed to non-normal distribution with adoption of droop control, since there is existing an upper limitation in DC voltage. Compared to DC side, the different droop coefficients bring a slight impact on AC voltage magnitude as seen from Fig.11 .
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper establishes a unified approach to DPF, and in a further step PPF analysis based on a combination of Nataf transformation and LHS, for a new hybrid AC/DC system incorporating VSC, LCC and the correlated various uncertainty sources.
A modified IEEE 14-bus system is taken to validate the effectiveness and universality of the unified deterministic power flow approach for hybrid AC/DC system; in addition, a PPF analysis for hybrid AC/DC system is tested on a modified IEEE 118-bus system. The major conclusions can be summarized in what follows:
1) The proposed unified DPF approach considering precise model of converter and coordinated control is effective to calculate the power flow of hybrid AC/DC grids incorporating both LCC and VSC converters even under different operation modes. 2) As the deterministic model become more complex, the PEM method is not applicable for PPF analysis of hybrid AC/DC system any more. Compared with the PEM method, the LHS-MCS is more efficient with high accuracy. Based on the simulation results, LHS-1000 method achieves a good performance in holding a balance amongst accuracy, efficiency and robustness for practical operation.
3) The impacts of probabilistic characteristics arisen from the uncertainty sources on different types of converter and control schemes are investigated in this paper. It shows that LCC converter is less affected by the uncertain factors, while for VSC converter with the droop control it suffers from a significant influence. Based on further research, it reveals that the droop coefficients setting should satisfy a proper range which is not too large or too small. 
